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My Book Of Addition
Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been reexamined to
see how they align with UK education standards. Kumon
offers four titles that support the Early Years Learning Stage
curriculum and four titles that support Key Stage 1 curriculum.
Give your child an edge in education with Kumon Workbooks.
The second book in the Telling Time sequence helps children
learn how to develop their time-telling skills by including
minutes. By using a variety of different activities to keep
children engaged, this workbook helps children learn this
difficult skill without feeling frustrated or anxious.
"This workbook will introduce your child to the addition of two
multiple-digit numbers."--cover.
Lay the foundation for a lifetime of math success with the
newest additions to our Grow to Know line. Addition,
subtraction, and simple multiplication. These workbooks
teach fundamental math skills using Kumon's unique learning
method, in a smaller size that's perfect for little hand and on
the go learning.
My Book of Number Games 1-150 is in the 'Math Skills
Workbooks for Pre-K' series that covers ages 4-6. Perfect for
children who can recognise and recite numbers from 1 to 150,
use this workbook to help children to further develop their
counting abilities. Exercises include drawing a line from one
point to another in numerical order while saying each number
out loud, as well as matching each number and coloring in
the blank spaces.
In a step-by-step approach, children are taught how to add
three, four and five and bigger single-digit numbers. This
enables them to gain solid calculation skills without being
confused about decimal places. Building basic addition skills
is vital to later understanding of the decimal system, which is
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the foundation of higher level arithmetic concepts and skills
taught at school. The purpose of this book is to prepare
children for school-level mathematics.
Discover a simple, fun way to learn essential math skills.
Read the questions, write the answers in the boxes, and use
the easy-pull sliders to find out if you're right! This wipe-clean
book with chunky pen makes learning math fun over and over
again.
In the first book of the Math Is Categorical® series, readers
will become familiar with the concept of addition and its key
terms. The author and illustrator of the best-selling Words Are
CATegorical® series use their trademark sense of humor to
add up the fun!
Improve your child's success in class with lots of addition and
subtraction practice with our Math Workbook. Our book
contains single, double digit addition and subtraction,
counting and more. Work up an appetite for addition with
these picture math worksheets, created to help 1st graders
practice basic addition and subtraction. Features: Fully
Colored Over 50 worksheets Large 8.5 x 11 inches format
Designed for Grade 1 Practice addition and subtraction in a
fun way
Little genius present's early learning mathematics book for
kids - complete set for pre school learning. Learn numbers,
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, simplification,
shape and sizes. This set is a complete all in one pre school
book of early learning mathematics for beginner learners. The
bright images and bold letters ensues clear readability. The
book contains numbers, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, simplification, shape and sizes, BODMAS rule.
Who's Right, Addition Or Multiplication? Teaches The
Relationship Between Adding And Multiplication.
Illustrations featuring Hershey's Kisses demonstrate the basic
rules of addition.
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Grace Lisa Vandenburg, the narrator of this pleasant neuroticgirl-meets-boy debut, is 35 years old and has been addicted
to counting since she was eight. She lives alone in
Melbourne, Australia, and is on sick leave from her teaching
job, filling her weeks with counting-'steps and syllables and
bites and things'-and sticking to her rigid routines, which
include trips to the cafe and phone calls from her mother and
self-absorbed younger sister. The only person in her life
Grace relates to is her 10-year-old niece, Hilary, who is as
quirky and charming as Grace is. Things are fine until Grace
meets Seamus Joseph O'reilly, an Irish transplant who works
at the local movie theater. Grace has not been on a date in
two years and six months and hasn't been in love in forever,
but as things progress with Seamus, she realizes what she
has been missing. With some gentle encouragement, Grace
agrees to test her boundaries and tries to find a happy
medium between her obsession and living a full life. The
novel does everything a sweet, agreeable romantic comedy
should. (Feb.)
Photographs and a brief text portray children from around the
world as they eat.
Learn at home with help from The Wonder Years/Hallmark
actress, math whiz, and New York Times bestselling author
Danica McKellar using her acclaimed McKellar Math books!
Addition and subtraction are as easy as 1+2+3 with this fun
and accessible introduction to the essentials of math. This
funny and educational book will have readers embracing
math instead of fearing it. Finally, a FUN book to read with
kids that helps bridge the gap between what's being taught in
school and how today's parents learned math back in the day.
Giggle your way through entertaining lessons on addition and
subtraction involving muffins, turkey sandwiches, kittens,
googly eyes, and more! Danica McKellar uses her proven
math techniques to give children the solid grasp of addition
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and subtraction that will be key to their success and unlock
their potential in the classroom and beyond! You will WANT to
open this math book!
Explains the mathematical process in simple terms, providing
examples of the use of addition in everyday life, as well as
methods of regrouping, carrying, and adding money.
Kids learn and stay engaged, thanks to word problems,
mazes, along with challenging math problems and gain the
confidence to improve their math comprehension and testing.
"This book will develop your child's understanding of
measurement while also strengthening his or her sense of
numbers." -If your childs is learning to recognize rhyming words, then this
book will build on that foundation.
Introducing a range of fun, practical and educational earlylearning workbooks from Kumon, the leading world-wide
supplementary education provider. The Kumon method
enables children to progress successfully, by practicing
material until concepts are mastered, and by advancing in
small, manageable steps. In this workbook, children are
introduced to scissors, an important basic tool which helps
improve their manual dexterity.
Sing Along With Dr. Jean And Dr. Holly To Learn About
Addition.
A workbook of colorful tracing exercises helps very young
children practice basic pencil-control skills, sharing activities
that graduate from straight vertical lines to more challenging
curves, zigzags and diagonals. Original.
Builds on early reading skills to help children master the
reading and writing of phrases that combine similar-sounding
consonant and vowel combinations in a volume that offers
tracing and pronunciation games involving such example
phrases as "grab the grape" and "ride the bike." Original.
This book is meant to strengthen your child?s addition skills.
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This workbook is a bind-up of three of our "Math Skills" titles,
including "My Book of Simple Addition," "My Book of Addition,
" and "My First Book of Money: Counting Coins."

"Use this book to help your child learn how to
subtract the numbers 1 through 5 from whole
numbers up to 20"--Cover.
This workbook will help your child develop skills
essential for preschool and beyond. This is a bind up
of Number Games 1-70, Alphabet Games, and
Rhyming Words.
Improve your child's success in class with lots of
addition and subtraction practice. This book contains
187 math worksheets with over 4000 problems. The
problems include addition facts, subtraction facts,
double digit and triple digit addition and subtraction,
adding 3 double digit numbers in stacks as well as fill
in the blank problems to find missing addends and
subtrahends. The sections are designated by
problem type, number of digits and whether or not
the problems require regrouping. Grade 1, Grade 2,
Grade 3
NEW LOOK AND NEW ADDED CONTENT! YOUR
CHILDS FAVORITE LEARNING TOOLS
UPGRADED. Your childs favorite workbooks just got
upgraded with new content and a new look! We took
our Kumon Basic Skills Series and revised the
content and covers after over 15 years of producing
bestselling early learning materials. All of the revised
Basic Skills workbooks will feature new activities, fullPage 5/7
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color images, and the same trusted Kumon learning
method. Kumon Basic Skills workbooks ensure that
children master pencil control skills with ease, so
that they learn to love learning independently.
Everything in our Basic Skills workbooks from the
sturdy paper to the engaging content is designed
with the best interests of your child in mind.
"If your child is able to recognize and write more
complicated words and phrases, then this book will
build on that foundatiion."--Cover.
"This workbook will help your child learn addition
sums beyond 20."--cover.
A skill-building workbook designed to help
youngsters improve their abilities with such
elementary tools as scissors and glue provides
incrementally challenging spreads that include
instructions for pasting cut paper onto designated
background sections. Original.
Kumon Math Skills Workbooks are unique because
they focus on teaching one specific skill from start to
finish. With just the right amount of practice, children
master each topic and gain confidence without
becoming bored or frustrated.
"Use this book as a fun and easy introduction to dollars
and monetary values over $1, which will help strengthen
your child's mathematical skills"--Cover.
Provides an easy introduction to multiplication up to 5 x
10.
This bold and colorful counting book shows young
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readers that math and addition can be fun and easy
(when you use dominos). Black and white dominos make
up each number on various bold backgrounds and each
page gives the various properties of numbers zero to
twelve. With a simple but imaginative approach, Lynette
Long, has created a perfect classroom resource that
teaches kids how to add up each dot on an individual
domino as well as how to spot different number
combinations. This bright and fun-filled introduction to
basic addition will appeal to both eager and reluctant
math students.
Addition & Subtraction features 64 pages of easy-tofollow activities and practice that engage children's skills
in addition and subtraction--specifically adding with
numbers 0 to 10, subtracting with numbers within 20,
and adding and subtracting within 100 using multiples of
10. The Skills for School series makes learning simple
with colorful illustrations and step-by-step directions.
Each book focuses on different early learning skills,
allowing you to choose the book that best fits your child's
areas of improvement. The practice pages include fun
activities that help build your child's confidence in the
subject matter and school. Each book also includes fun
stickers that are great for motivating and rewarding your
child.
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